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Bending vibration–rotation transitions between the (010)m2S2 and (000)2P r vibronic states of the CCN radical in its
ground electronic state have been observed using far-infrared laser magnetic resonance (FIR LMR) spectroscopy. Thirteen
laser lines were used to record 769 resonances. The LMR data, combined with previous data, were used to determ
vibrational, Renner–Teller, fine-structure, rotational, hyperfine, and molecularg-factor parameters using a least-squares fitting
routine. The model used was anN2 effective Hamiltonian modified to include the Renner–Teller effect explicitly in a2P
electronic state. The band origin for the(010) m 2S2 4 (000) X̃2P r transition was determined to be 179.5981766 0.000067
cm21. The spin–orbit splitting in the ground state was refined and the complete set of14N-hyperfine parameters determined for
the first time.

Key Words:FIR LMR; bending vibrational transitions; Renner–Teller effect.
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Merer and Travis (1) made the first spectroscopic obser
tion of CCN in 1965. Since then, this free radical has bee
subject of numerous experimental and theoretical inves
tions (2–16). One of the main reasons for studying CCN is
astrophysical importance. Many carbon-containing and m
specifically carbon-chain species have been detected in
and interstellar objects (2). So far, observations of CCN ha
not been successful, although the molecular constants
predictions for the ground state are very accurate (14). Another
very important reason for the continued interest in CCN is
it exhibits the Renner–Teller effect, which is the coup
between the bending vibrational and electronic orbital ang
momenta. This interaction poses difficult problems for b
theoreticians and experimentalists. Pople (17) was the first to

ork out the mathematical details needed to calculate
ibronic energy levels for a nonrotating triatomic molecul

2P state. Soon afterwards, Hougen (18) added to this b
working out the energy level expressions for a rotating
atomic molecule in a2P state. The work by Merer and Trav
aid the groundwork for understanding the electronic struc
f CCN. They observed the absorption spectra of theÃ2D i 4

X̃2P r , B̃2S2 4 X̃2P r , andC̃2S1 4 X̃2P r electronic trans
tions. From these measurements, they determined rotat
fine-structure, and some vibrational parameters for CCN

Supplementary data for this article are available on the journal home
(http://www.academicpress.com/jms) and as part of the Ohio State Univ
Molecular Spectroscopy Archives (http://msa.lib.ohio-state.edu/jmsa_hp
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addition, they observed the Renner–Teller effect in aD elec-
tronic state for the first time.

Since the work by Merer and Travis, there have been se
subsequent studies of theÃ2D i 4 X̃2P r transition (3–7, 11)

nd one of theC̃2S1 4 X̃2P r transition (15). Kakimoto and
Kasuya (3) were able to improve upon the molecular para
ters determined for the zero-point levels of both theX̃2P r and
Ã2D i electronic states. Hakuta and Uehara (4) used an Ar1
laser to pump the CCN radical into theÃ2D i state and observe
the resulting LIF. From these measurements, they were a
determine vibrational and vibronic parameters for CCN in
X̃2P r state. Bernath and co-workers (5, 6) reported two studie
of the Ã2D i 4 X̃2P r transition. They were able to determ
rotational constants for CCN in several vibronic levels a
more importantly, they determined the Renner–Teller
other vibrational parameters in the ground state (5). In a similar
study to that of Kakimoto and Kasuya on the (000)–(0
transition, Kawaguchiet al. (7) recorded the hot bands (010
(010) and (020)–(020) in theÃ2D i 4 X̃2P r transition. The
work by Kawaguchiet al. (7) determined many importa
spectroscopic parameters for several vibronic levels in bot
Ã2D i andX̃2P r states. In addition, there have been microw
studies of CCN in both theX̃2P 1/ 2 (14) and theÃ2D i (8) states
where hyperfine structure was resolved and analyzed. Bo
bey and English (9) were able to observe CCN at low temp
atures trapped in an argon matrix where they determined v
for n1 andn3 and estimated a value forn2. Jacox (10) was also
successful in observing CCN in a low-temperature ma
More recently, studies of then1 band in the ground electron
state with diode–laser (12) and CO LMR (13) techniques hav
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19FIR LMR OF CCN
been reported further improving the molecular parameters
most recent paper was by Kohguchiet al. (15) on theC̃2S1 4
X̃2P r transition. Their study was only the second of
ransition after the first observation by Merer and Travis. T
ere able to observe progressions in all three of the vibrat
odes and determined molecular parameters for CCN i

˜ 2S1 state. Moreover, they were able to construct the vibr
structure for the ground electronic state and determine se
vibronic parameters including the Renner parameter usin
pressions derived by perturbation theory.

This paper reports the first direct measurement of thn2

bending vibrational transition,(010) m 2S2 4 (000) X̃2P r ,
and the most complete and accurate set of molecular pa
ters for the(000) X̃2P r and (010)m2S2 vibronic states. Th
data were analyzed explicitly using anN2 Hamiltonian modi-
fied to include the Renner–Teller interaction for a2P state
This method of analysis is more reliable than the us
expressions derived from perturbation theory, which bec
unreliable when the Renner parametere is large (0.418 fo
CCN). The data set includes observations from the pre
study of the FIR LMR spectrum, microwave data of CCN
the X̃2P 1/ 2 state reported by Ohshima and Endo (14), spin–

rbit transition data (3, 7), and vibronic transition data (1, 15).
he spin–orbit data were calculated from differences betw

wo rovibronic lines in theÃ2D i 4 X̃2P r electronic transitio
that share the same upper state, but have different lower s
for example,

Pso~ J0! 5 Q21~ J0! 2 R2~ J0 2 1! [1a]

Qso~ J0! 5 R1~ J0! 2 R12~ J0! [1b]

Rso~ J0! 5 R21~ J0! 2 Q2~ J0 1 1!. [1c]

hese differences correspond to rotational fine-structure
itions in theX̃2P state between levels of the same pa

wherePso, Qso, andRso are forDJ 5 21, 0,11, respectively
The experimental wavenumbers were taken from pape
Kakimoto and Kasuya (3) for the (000)X̃2P r state and from
Kawaguchiet al. (7) for the (010)2D r and (020)2F r vibronic
states. A similar calculation was done, using band or
determined by Merer and Travis (1) combined with ban
origins determined by Kohguchiet al. (15), to obtain the
vibronic transition frequencies. A fit of these same vibro
transition frequencies was also carried out by Kohguchiet al.
(15), using formulas derived from perturbation theory.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The far-infrared laser magnetic resonance spectromete
for this work has been described in detail elsewhere (19). Two
changes were recently made which improve the sensitivity
short-wavelength performance of the spectrometer (20). The
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first is that the Zeeman-modulation frequency was incre
from 13 to 40 kHz, with a proportionate increase in sensiti
The second is that the diameter of the tube, which comp
the pump region of the LMR spectrometer, was reduced
50.4 to 19 mm. Reduction of the diameter of the tube incre
the overlap of the FIR radiation field at short wavelengths
the pumped lasing gas. This increases both the power o
laser lines below 100mm and the number of lines lasing
these shorter wavelengths. These improvements have p
particularly important for the present experiment becaus
the vibronic transitions observed for CCN are at wavelen
well below 100mm. The signals were detected with a galliu
germanium photoconductor, processed by a lock-in amplifi
f, and recorded with anxy plotter as a function of flux densit
Since f detection using magnetic modulation was emplo
he first derivative of the absorption profile was observed

The CCN radical was produced using the method of hy
en extraction by atomic fluorine, which has been pro
ffective in previous investigations (21). The fluorine atom
ere generated by flowing 10% F2 in He through a microwav

discharge. Acetonitrile (CH3CN) and helium were adde
downstream, where the fluorine atoms removed the hydr
atoms, resulting in the production of CCN. A pale purple fla
was observed when the production of CCN was optimized
helium introduced with the acetonitrile acted primarily a
carrier gas and pushed the reaction zone down into the
beam, generating larger signals. The partial pressures o
gases at which optimal signals were obtained were 53 Pa
mTorr) 10% F2 in He, 4 Pa (30 mTorr) acetonitrile, and 53
(400 mTorr) He. Two checks were performed on most of
transitions to confirm that the signals were due to CCN. A
tonitrile was replaced by either deuterated acetonitrile or m
ane. These checks eliminate species that contain hydrog
nitrogen, respectively. In addition to these two tests, a
was performed on only a few lines. A horseshoe-shaped
crowave discharge of lengthnl/4 was used to discharge a
tonitrile on its own. This check eliminated the possibility o
species that might contain fluorine. The signals obtained
this method were about the same intensity; however, it pr
much more difficult to observe spectra at high-magnetic
because the discharge tended to become unstable as th
netic field pinched it down.

Figure 1 shows a 0.2-T-wide scan of theRQ21(39/ 2) tran-
sition and is a typical spectrum observed for CCN. A simul
spectrum of the same region calculated using the param
determined in this work is included for comparison. The s
tra were taken in both parallel (Ev i B0) and perpendicula
(Ev ' B0) polarizations. Measurement scans were typic
#0.02 T in width and the resonances were recorded by tu
the magnet to the center of the line and waiting several
constants (100 ms) for the magnetic field to stabilize.
magnet was calibrated periodically with an NMR gaussm
The overall experimental uncertainty is estimated to
[(61 3 1024) 3 B(T)] above 0.1 T and61 3 1025 T below
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20 ALLEN ET AL.
0.1 T, whereB is the magnetic flux density. The laser f
uency is accurate to [21/2 3 (2 3 1027) 3 n laser].

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Thirteen FIR laser lines were used to record the L
spectra reported in this paper. The details of these laser
and the transitions recorded using each line are listed in T
1. A total of 769 resonances were recorded and assi
corresponding to 45 vibronic transitions and ranging inJ0 from
1/2 to 39/2. The measurements were recorded over a freq
range of 192.3–209.8 cm21 and 157.8–166.4 cm21 for the
(010) m 2S2 4 (000) X̃2P 1/ 2 and the (010)m 2S2 4 (000)
˜ 2P 3/ 2 transitions, respectively. Twenty-seven of the 45 t-
sitions originated in theX̃2P 1/ 2 spin–orbit component and t
remaining 18 originated in theX̃2P 3/ 2 spin–orbit componen
Hyperfine structure was resolved in 103 of the 563MJ com-
ponents. All 12 types of transitions for a2S 4 2P type

FIG. 1. Far-infrared laser magnetic spectrum (upper trace) and simu
spectrum (lower trace) of the(010) m 2S2 4 (000) X̃2P [ RQ21(39/ 2)]
transition of CCN recorded in parallel polarization (DMJ 5 0). The spectrum

as recorded using the 47.660-mm (209.819231 cm21) laser line of CH3OD
umped by the 9R(8) line of CO2 and covers a magnetic field range of 200 m
he triplet splitting is due to the spin,I 5 1, of the 14N nucleus.
es
le
d,

ncy

ransition P1, Q1, R1, P21, Q21, R21, P2, Q2, R2, P12,
PQ12,

QR12 (22) were observed.
After initial experimental searches for CCN resonance
as decided that predictions, which were more reliable,
eeded in order to make correct assignments. With th
ind, a refit of the microwave data, reported by Ohshima
ndo (14) using our effective Renner–Teller Hamiltonian w
ecessary to verify the rotational, hyperfine structure,

ambda-doubling parameters for the ground state; details o
amiltonian are given later. In addition, we decided to perf
fit similar to that carried out by Kohguchiet al. (15) on the

vibronic structure of the (0n20) manifold. However, they use
expressions derived from perturbation theory, whereas
treated the same data with theN2 Renner–Teller Hamiltonia
The vibronic-level separations used by Kohguchiet al. (15)
were determined by a combination of their measurement
measurements by Merer and Travis (1). Kohguchi et al. re-
corded then2 progression bands (010)P–(000)P1/2 and (020
S, D–(000) P1/2 in the C–X transition. Merer and Trav
measured the hot bands (010)P–(010)m2S2, D3/2,5/2, and (020
D–(020) F5/2,7/2. By taking the difference of the various ba
origins having the upper state in common, one determine
separation of the (010)m2S2–(000) 2P, (010) 2D–(000) 2P,
and (020)2F–(000) 2P levels in the ground state. Merer a
Travis also reported a value of 113.55 cm21 for the separatio
of the (010)2D–(010) m2S2 levels. In our fit of the vibroni
levels, we corrected vibronic transition frequency for sp
orbit and rotational energies using the expression

n 5 n0 2
1

2
A9eff 1 B9z 2

1

2
A0eff 1 B0z, [2]

wheren0 is the vibronic level separation,A9eff andA0eff are the
pin–orbit parameters,B9 andB0 are the rotational constan

for the upper and lower states, respectively, andz 5 ( J 1
1/ 2)2 2 1. An energy level diagram of the vibronic levels c
be seen in Fig. 2. These values were used to determine
values for the vibrational, Renner–Teller, and true spin–
parametersv 2, x22, ev 2, A(000)

true , andA(010)
true while constraining th

K-dependent correction termgK at 2.5 cm21 andB0 at the value
etermined from the microwave data. With the two type
ata (microwave and vibronic levels) combined, a reason
et of parameters was determined and a prediction that
he assignment of several resonances was made. Once
ssignments had been made and included in the fit, the re

ng data could be assigned and further unobserved reson
redicted.
An effective Hamiltonian that describes the energy leve
linear triatomic molecule in a2P state and includes th

Renner–Teller interaction explicitly was used to analyze
data obtained in this work. It is expressed in theN2 formulation

s the sum of several terms (23–26):

ed
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21FIR LMR OF CCN
H eff 5 H vib 1 HRT 1 H rot 1 H so 1 H sr

1 HLdoub1 H ldoub1 Hmhfs 1 HQ 1 HZeem.
[3]

The form of each individual term is now dealt with in turn. T
vibrational Hamiltonian,H vib, is used to generate a set of ba
states for the two-dimensional oscillator (the bending vi
tion),

H vib/hcuv2l & 5 @~v2 1 1!v2 1 ~v2 1 1! x22 1 g22l
2#uv2l &,

[4]

hereuv 2l & is the eigenfunction of the harmonic oscillator. T
Renner–Teller Hamiltonian is written

HRT/hc 5 1/ 2ev2@q1
2 e22iu 1 q2

2 e12iu#

1 1/4~ev2!D@~q1
2 e22iu 1 q2

2 e12iu!, N 2#1,
[5]

hereq6 is the dimensionless vibrational ladder operator
u is the electronic azimuthal angle. The second term in
expression describes the rotational distortion of the Ren

FIR Laser Lines Used to Record LMR Spectra o
s
-

d
is
r–

Teller Hamiltonian, see (24). The next term in Eq. [3] repr
sents the rotational kinetic energy of the nuclei

H rot 5 BN 2 2 DN 2 z N 2 [6]

in its usualN2 form, whereN 5 J 1 S, again with centrifuga
distortion effects. The spin–orbit coupling term is also w
known,

H so 5 ALzSz 1 1/ 2AD@LzSz, N 2#1. [7]

The spin–rotation interaction can be described by

H sr 5 gN z S 1 gD~N z S!N 2 1 gGNzSz; [8]

the third term on the right-hand side is slightly novel (27). It
escribes the vibronic coupling with the2S and2D states of th
olecule. The lambda-type doubling Hamiltonian for a m

ule in a2P state is written

e (010) m2S2 4 (000) X̃2P Transition of CCN
f th
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22 ALLEN ET AL.
HLdoub5 1/ 2p~N1S1e22iu 1 N2S2e12iu!

2 1/ 2q~N1
2 e22iu 1 N2

2 e12iu!

1 1/4~ pD 1 2qD!

3 @~N1S1e22iu 1 N2S2e12iu!, N 2#1

2 1/4qD@~N1
2 e22iu 1 N2

2 e12iu!, N 2#1,

[9]

where the ladder operatorsN1 andS1 have their usual mea-
ings. Thel -type doubling termH ldoub is cast in a similar form

H ldoub5 1/ 2pG~N1S1e22if 1 N2S2e12if!

2 1/ 2qG~N1
2 e22if 1 N2

2 e12if!,
[10]

xcept that heref is the bending vibration azimuthal ang
The operatorHmhfs represents the magnetic hyperfine inte-
tions, which are, following Frosch and Foley (28),

FIG. 2. Energy-level diagram of the (0,n2, 0) vibronic levels. The tran-
itions observed in this work are shown by solid lines. The wavenumber
ssociated with these transitions are the calculated band origins fro
arameters. The transitions represented as dashed lines are the ad

ransitions included in the fit. The wavenumber labels are the values used
t (they are left off the spin–orbit transitions because there are multiple v
or these transitions, see Table 4).
Hmhfs 5 aIzLz 1 bI z S 1 cIzSz

1 1/ 2d~I 1S1e22iu 1 I 2S2e12iu!.
[11]

n this formulation, the parameterc relates to the dipole–dipo
oupling term andb is related to the Fermi-contact parame
F by bF 5 b 1 c/3. The electric-quadrupole interaction

the 14N-nucleus is described by

HQ 5 2eT2~Q! z T2~¹E!. [12]

For a 2P state, there are two determinable parameters

eQq0 5 22eQ^L 5 1uT0
2~¹E!uL 5 1& [13]

and

eQq2 5 22Î6 eQ^L 5 61uT62
2 ~¹E!uL 5 7 1&. [14]

Finally, we deal with the effects of the external magnetic fi
described by the Zeeman HamiltonianH Zeem,

HZeem5 gLmBB0LZ 1 gSmBB0SZ 1 glmB~BXSX 1 BYSY!

2 grmBB0NZ 2 gr
e9mB~N1B1e22iu 1 N2B2e2iu!

1 g91mB~S1B1e22iu 1 S2B2e2iu! 2 gNmNI ZB0,

[15]

where the first two terms describe the dominant contribu
from the electron orbital and spin angular momenta and
remaining three terms represent the smaller contributions
scribed in Ref. (26).

The matrix representation of this effective Hamiltonian
onstructed in a Hund’s case (a), parity-conserving basis

uLn2lS; J6& 5 221/ 2$uhL; n2l ; SS; JPM&

6 ~21! J2S2l1suh 2 L; n2 2 l ; S2 S; J 2 PM&},
[16]

where K 5 L 1 l , P 5 K 1 S, and s is odd for aS2

electronic state and even for all other electronic states.
choices of upper and lower sign correspond to states1
and2 parity, respectively. We note that there is a phase ch
implicit in the basis function in Eq. [16] so that, for t
operator terms inH eff which are parity dependent,

^L 5 61ue62iuuL 5 7 1& 5 21 [17a]

nd

^l 5 61ue62iful 5 7 1& 5 11. [17b]
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TABLE 3
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The effective Hamiltonian was used to analyze the
listed in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. Table 2 (available as su
mentary data) reports the details of the FIR LMR data from
work. Table 3 lists the 10 transitions, reported in the mi
wave study of CCN in theX̃2P 1/ 2 component by Ohshima a
Endo (14), that were included in the fit. Table 4 gives

etails of the 55 spin–orbit transitions calculated as com
ion differences from electronic transitions reported in Refs3)
nd (7). Table 5 shows the five vibronic transitions, four

which were calculated as stated above, and the (010)k2S1 4
(010)m2S2 separation was estimated from theQ-branch band-
heads reported by Hakuta and Uehara (4). The modification to
the Hamiltonian extended the matrix representation to
states of the same vibronic symmetry off-diagonal byDn2 5
62, 64, . . . , foreach basis stateun 1, n 2, n 3; LlK ; SS; JPMJ;
6&. This allowed the matrix elements of the Renner–Te
effective Hamiltonian (23) to be included explicitly and th
total representation to be diagonalized. To model the Zee
effect accurately, the matrix representation also spanne
ments off-diagonal inJ by DJ 5 61, that is, between states
he sameMJ in neighboring rotational levels. A basis
truncated atDn2 5 66 andDJ 5 64 was found to be adequa
for the present analysis. The effects of the Fermi-type r
nance between the bending and the stretching vibrational
of CCN were not included in our analysis because none o
states involved in this work are directly affected by s
resonances.

Each observed resonance listed in Table 2 was initially g
a weight equal to the inverse square of the estimated ex
mental uncertainty. The estimated experimental uncertain
the FIR LMR data was determined to be 2 MHz, based on
accuracy of the laser frequency, the uncertainty in the
surement of the magnetic flux, and typical tuning rates fo
CCN transitions. The microwave data, spin–orbit data,
vibronic data were given experimental uncertainties of 1 k
150 MHz (0.005 cm21), and 1.5 GHz (0.05 cm21), respectively
After several attempted fits, 4 of the 769 resonances

Details of the Microwave Data Included
in the Least-Squares Fita
ta
e-
is
-

a-

an
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o-
els
e

h

n
ri-
of
e
a-
e
d

z,

ad

residuals much greater than three times their uncertainty
after reinvestigating the spectra, they were subsequently
zero weight. The (010)k2S14 (010)m2S2 vibronic transition
was also given zero weight because the uncertainty wa
large to include that data point in the fit.

The data set including all four types of data required
parameters, 30 varied and 2 (gK andgN) fixed, to model th
data. The parameters determined in this fit are listed in Ta
both in units of megahertz and reciprocal centimeters. The
previously obtained values, where available, are also incl
in Table 6 for comparison. The parameters determined inc
vibrational and Renner–Teller parametersv 2, ev 2, x22, and
gK, spin–orbit and rotational parametersA(000)

true , A(010)
true , B(000),

(010), D (000), D (010), g (000), g (010), gD(010), AD(010), and ev 2D

(24), lambda-type doubling parameters (p 1 2q), q, and
( pD 1 2qD), hyperfine parametersa, b, (b 1 c), d, eQq0,
and eQq2, and Zeeman parametersgS, gL, DgL, gr , gl , gr

e9,
and (g9l 2 gr

e9). The parametergK was fixed at 2.5 cm21, the
value obtained by Brazieret al. (5), while gN was fixed to th
nuclear magnetic moment for14N (0.40376 nuclear magneton
(29). Table 7 lists a range of zero-field transition frequenc
alculated using the constants determined in this work.
ransitions observed in this work are marked and shoul
etermined more reliably than those that were not obser

DISCUSSION

We detected transitions in then2 fundamental band of th
CCN radical by far-infrared LMR. The upper level of t
transition is pushed to significantly lower energies by
Renner–Teller effect in this molecule (see Fig. 2). This is
the third example of the detection of a low-frequency ben
vibration in the far-infrared region. The first was for C3 (30),
and the second was for FeD2 (31). It is interesting to note th

bservations have been made in this case over a wide ra
values; observations by LMR are usually restricted to

owest J values because the magnetic moment falls off
ratically withJ. The reason for the extensive observation

he case of CCN is that the transition takes place bet
evels that conform to Hund’s case (a) coupling (lower s
nd levels which are Hund’s case (b) (upper state).
Several advances in the understanding of the energy

f the CCN radical were made in this study. First, this is
ost detailed analysis of the vibronic energy levels in theX̃2P r

state of CCN to date. Thirty parameters were determined i
analysis and many of them improved upon the old value
roughly an order of magnitude. In addition, seven of the
parameters determined in the fit had not been determ
before. A full set of nuclearg-factors and nuclear hyperfi
parameters were determined for the first time for CCN.

The band origins of the 20
1, m2S2–2P transition studied i

this work depend on several parameters in the effective H
iltonian, primarily v 2, ev 2, x22, gK, and A. We therefore
ncluded the vibrational intervals, listed in Table 5, in our fi
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order to separate these parameters. In addition, the spin
data in Table 4 provided much needed information abou
spin splitting in then2 5 1 and 2 levels. The spin–orb
splitting in the zero-point level is accurately determined f
the differences between the two sets of data recorded arou
and 61mm in the present study. The inclusion of these a
tional data allows a more reliable set of parameters t

Details of the Spin–Orbit Data
rbit
e

50
i-
e

determined. However, even with their involvement, these
bronic parameters are highly correlated and we chose, i
end, to constrain the parametergK to the value of 2.5 cm21

determined by Brazieret al. (5). If this parameter was allowe
to vary in the fit, it was barely determinable, and the stan
deviations ofv2, ev2, andx22 increased considerably so t
x22 was not well determined either. This is understand

luded in the Least-Squares Fit
Inc
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because we have only four different vibronic transitions
cluded in the data and none of them involves the (010)k2S1

vibronic level. It is essential to have information on all th
vibronic components of then2 5 1 vibrational level in order t
determine the Renner parameter to a high degree of acc
Of course, a value forgK can be determined if the parame

22 is held fixed. However, such a value depends directly o
assumed value forx22, and we have a slightly better knowled
of gK than ofx22 from other work. IfgK is constrained to ze
in the fit, the standard deviation of the spin–orbit data in T
4 increases by a factor of about 3 while the other types of
are hardly affected by this change.

An important difference in our fit compared with those
previous workers is that we included the effects of the Ren
Teller coupling explicitly in our Hamiltonian, rather than tre
ing the effects by matrix elements off-diagonal inn2 by sec-

nd-order perturbation theory. With such an approach, w

TAB
Details of the Bending Vibronic Inte
-

cy.

e

le
ta

f
r–

re

ble to model the energy levels of CCN much more reli
ecause the Renner–Teller parameter for this molecule is

arge (e 5 0.4179). Indeed the failure of the perturbati
theory approach can be gauged from the discrepancy be
the value forev2 determined in this work (133.639 cm21) and
that determined previously (137.7 cm21) by Kohguchiet al.
(15). Again, reference to Table 6 shows that the “true” sp
orbit coupling constant has only a weak dependence on2.
When the effects of theDn2 5 2 Renner–Teller matrix el-
ments are taken into account, the spin–orbit splitting,Aeff,
becomes markedly smaller. For the unique level, second-
perturbation theory gives

Aeff 5 A true@1 2 e 2K~K 1 1!/8#. [18]

e can use this formula to estimate the effective spin–

5
ls Included in the Least-Squares Fit
rva
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Molecular Parameters Determined in the Analysis of CCNa
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splitting in the two lowest bending levels of CCN and comp
them with the corresponding quantities determined by a
the experimental data. The results are given in Table 8, w
it can be seen that the second-order perturbation expre
significantly underestimate the size of the splitting.

In the present study, we were able to observe the14N-nuclea
yperfine splitting for levels in the2P3/2 spin component o

Calculated Zero-Field Transition Frequencies, w
Transition of

TAB
Values of the Spin–Orbit Splitting of the Fi
e
f
re

ons

CCN for the first time. When combined with the microwa
observations of the2P1/2 component, it is now possible to ma
a complete determination of the hyperfine parameters fo
(000) level of the ground electronic state of this molecule
Table 6). The magnetic hyperfine parameters provide d
information on the distribution of the open-shell electron
the ground state wavefunction (32). The values of the param

out Hyperfine, for the (010) m2S2 4 (000) X̃2P
N (in MHz)

8
Two Bending Vibrational Levels (in cm21)
ith
CC
rst
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eters and the electronic spatial expectation values derived
them are summarized in Table 9. For comparison, we giv
corresponding hyperfine quantities for the related species
in its X2P ground state (33), NCN in its X̃3S2 state (34), NCO
n its X̃2P state (24, 35), and atomic nitrogen (36, 37). None of
hese species is isoelectronic with CCN (hyperfine spli
as not observed for other 15-electron molecules), bu
pen-shell orbital is the same for the triatomic species. It
onbondingp g orbital, which contains only one electron

CCN (1). If we represent this orbital as a linear combinatio
atomic 2pp orbitals on each of the three atoms, we can w

Cp 5 c1f1 1 c2f2 1 c3f3. [19]

For a symmetricalAB2 molecule,c2 equals zero andc1 5
2c3 5 1/=2. CCN is not symmetrical, but if we assume t
the orbital still has a node at the central carbon atom (c2 >
0.0), we can use it toprovide a simple interpretation of t

agnetic hyperfine parameters. The two other coefficient
e estimated from the spin–orbit coupling constant

A 5 c1
2zC 1 c3

2zN, [20]

wherezC and zN are the 1-electron spin–orbit coupling c-
stants for the C and N atoms. Using values of 42.1034 cm21 for

(this work) and of 29.0 and 73.3 cm21 for zC and zN,
espectively (38), we calculatec1

2 5 0.706 andc3
2 5 0.296.

The square of the coefficient on the N atom,c3
2, can also b

estimated from the hyperfine parameters. Comparing the

14N-Nuclear Hyperfine Parameters (in MH
for CCN and R
m
he
O

g
e
a

f
e

t

an

lue

for ^r 23& l for CCN and the N atom in Table 9, we obtainc3
2 5

0.274,whereas the value for̂r 23& s gives c3
2 5 0.287; both

are in good agreement with the value obtained from the s
orbit coupling constant. The electron spin density at the
cleus,C(0)2, is much harder to interpret. It should be zero
the first order because the orbital has a node at the nucle
both CCN and N; the small nonzero value which arise
reality is caused by spin-polarization effects.

It is not as easy to find a simple interpretation of the nuc
electric quadrupole parameters because this interactio
pends on the distribution of all the charged particles in
molecule, not just that of the open-shell electrons. Howe
the parametereQq2, which measures the deviation of
charge distribution from cylindrical symmetry, depends on
electrons in thep orbitals only. It is therefore not surprisi
that ratio of d to ueQq2u is almost constant for the thr
molecules in2P states in Table 9 (5.079, 4.871, and 5.676

CN, NO, and NCO, respectively).
We were also able to learn quite a lot about the molec

eeman parameters from this study. In principle, these pa
ters provide some insight into the electronic structure of C

n particular, it can be seen from Table 6 that it has pro
ossible to determine separate values for the orbital and
-factors,gL andgS. This is because we have good quality d

on the levels of both spin componentsX̃2P 1/ 2 andX̃2P 3/ 2 in a
magnetic field. The value forgS of 2.00197(12) implies
relativistic correction from the free-spin value of21.73 1024,
which is eminently reasonable (13). If we assume that the val
for gL of 1.00882(52) has a similar relativistic correction,

and Related Expectation Values (in m23)
ted Molecules
z)
ela
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29FIR LMR OF CCN
resultant deviation from the classical value of unity can
interpreted as a nonadiabatic contribution of18.99 3 1023,
arising from the differential admixture of excited2D and 2S
states (39).

Several smallerg-factors have been used to model the
fects of the external magnetic field. Theseg-factors can b
estimated from their relationships with other molecular pa
eters, such as,

gl 5 2g/ 2B, [21]

gr
e9 > 2q/B, [22]

~ g9l 2 gr
e9! > ~ p 1 2q!/ 2B, [23]

DgL 5 2gK/v2. [24]

The experimental (and calculated) values forgl , gr
e9, ( g9l 2

gr
e9), andDgL are 0.1173 1022 (0.1143 1022), 0.12913 1023

(20.641 3 1023), 0.1559 3 1022 (0.187 3 1022), and
20.19023 1021 (20.7823 1022), respectively. Some of the
alues agree reasonably well while others do not.
The high sensitivity of intracavity LMR was demonstra

et again by the detection of a low-frequency bending vibra
f a short-lived free radical reported in this work. The intrin

ntensity of such a transition is at least two orders of magn
maller than that of the corresponding rotational (or electro
ransition. As a result of this study, the molecular param
or CCN in its 2P ground state are considerably improved
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